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Abstract 
Deza, M., K. Fukuda and M. Laurent, The inequicut cone, Discrete Mathematics 119 (1993) 21-48. 
Given a complete graph K, on n nodes and a subset S of nodes, the cut 6(S) defined by S is the set of 
edges of K, with exactly one endnode in S. A cut 6(S) is an equicut if ISI =L n/2 1 or r n/2 1 and an 
inequicut, otherwise. The cut cone C. (or inequicut cone 1C.) is the cone generated by the incidence 
vectors of all cuts (or inequicuts) of K.. The equicut polytope EP,, studied by Conforti et al. (1990) is 
the convex hull of the incidence vectors of all equicuts. We prove that IC, and EP, ‘inherit’ all facets 
of the cut cone C., namely, that every facet of the cut cone C, yields (by zero-lifting) a facet of the 
inequicut cone IC, for n <L m/2 1 and of EP, for m odd, m > 2n + 1. We construct several new classes 
of facets, not arising from C,, for the inequicut cone IC. and we describe its facial structure for n < 7. 
0. Introduction 
Given the complete graph K, on n nodes 1,2, . . . , n, and a subset S of nodes, the cut 
6(S) defined by S is the set of edges of K, with exactly one endnode in S and the cut 
vector defined by S is its incidence vector. The cut cone C, (or the cut polytope P.) is 
the cone (or the polytope) generated by all cut vectors of K,; both objects were 
considered by many authors (see for instance [4,5,8,9, 11,121). In this paper, we 
consider some restricted cut cones or polytopes, i.e. cones and polytopes generated by 
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some family of cuts. The most natural families of cuts are those defined by imposing 
some restriction on the size 1 S 1, II - 1 S 1 of the shores S, % For example, equicuts (or 
inequicuts), k-uniform cuts, even cuts (or odd cuts), are the cuts 6(S) for which 
(Sl=Ln/2 J or [n/2], (or ISl#Ln/2J, [n/21), ISI=k or n-k, both ISI, n-IS1 are 
even (or odd), respectively. 
In this paper, we study the facial structure of the inequicut cone ZC, (i.e. the cone 
generated by the inequicuts of K,) and, in continuation of [7], of the equicut polytope 
EP, (i.e. the convex hull of the equicuts of K,). The k-uniform cut cone Cl as well as 
the lattice generated by the k-uniform cuts are studied in details in [14]; we describe 
here the cone C”, for k = 1,2, they are actually the only simplicial k-uniform cut cones 
together with the case (n = 6, k = 3). The cone and polytope generated by even or odd 
cuts are considered in [ 131. 
One of the reasons for which equicuts (or inequicuts) are useful comes from their 
application to the study of the ground state magnetisation of a spin glass with zero (or 
non zero) magnetisation (for a survey of applications, see [3]). Another interesting 
feature of the inequicut cone and of the equicut polytope is that they already contain, 
in some sense, all the facets of the cut cone in smaller dimension. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we show that the inequicut cone and 
the equicut polytope ‘inherit’ all the facets of the cut cone; namely, we prove that any 
facet of the cut cone C, yields (by zero-lifting) a facet of the inequicut cone IC, for 
n <L m/2 1 and of the equicut polytope EP, for m odd, m > 2n + 1. In Section 2; we give 
the full description of the k-uniform cut cone for k= 1,2, from which we can deduce 
the facial structure of the inequicut cone XC,, and of the equicut polytope EP, for n < 5. 
Several classes of facets of the inequicut cone XC, are described in Section 3. Actually, 
they were obtained by inspection and generalization of some facets for IC6, IC,; so, 
we also give the full description of IC, for n = 6, 7. Moreover, for each class of facets, 
we consider its equality case, i.e. we describe the inequicuts satisfying the inequality at 
equality (the roots). A nice feature of the new classes of facets is that they can all be 
triangulated, i.e. decomposed as linear combinations of triangles (see Section 3.6); in 
fact, this property is very useful for proving validity and identifying the roots. 
Section 4 contains the proofs for the classes of facets presented in Section 3. 
We now give some basic notation and preliminaries needed for the paper; for more 
details on the cut cone and polytope, see [l l] and on the equicut polytope, see [7]. 
Given a subset S of [ 1, n], the cut vector x ‘(‘) defined by S is the incidence vector of the 
cut 6(S), i.e. the O-l vector oflength (;) defined by x$‘)= 1 if iES, j$S or i$S,jgS and 
xfF)=O otherwise, for 1~ i<j<n. The cut (or inequicut, equicut) cone is the cone 
C, (resp. IC,, EC,,) generated by all cut (or inequicut, equicut) vectors; similarly, the 
cut (or inequicut, equicut) polytope is the polytope P, (or IP,, EP,) which is the 
convex hull of all cut (or inequicut, equicut) vectors. Observe that C,, IC,, EC, are 
cones pointed at the origin and that the polytopes P,, IP, contain the origin (since the 
inequicut 6( [ 1, n]) is the zero vector) while the equicut polytope EP, does not contain 
the origin. So, the facets of IC, are precisely the facets of IP, containing the origin and 
thus the study of IC, is also a contribution to the study of IP,. Given disjoint subsets 
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S, T of [l, n], we denote by 6(S, T) the set of edges (i,j) with icS, jgT; so, 
6(S, N-S)=d(S). Given a vector v in R’!) and a set E of edges of K,, we set 
v(E)=&j,j)EEvij. 
Given a subset X of R(;), its dimension dim(X) is the maximum number of affinely 
independent vectors in X minus one and, if X contains the origin, then dim(X) is also 
the maximum number of linearly independent vectors in X; if dim(X)=n(n- 1)/2, 
X is called full dimensional. Given a vector v in R’;‘, a scalar c( and a subset X of R’;), 
the inequality v.x <a is called valid over X if it is satisfied by all vectors of X, i.e. by all 
cut (or inequicut, equicut) vectors if X = C, or P, (or IC, or IP,, EC, or EP,), the cuts 
(resp. inequicuts, equicuts) whose incidence vectors satisfy the equality v.x = c1 being 
then called the roots of the inequality v.x da. Note that, if X is a cone (for instance, C,, 
IC, or EC,), then X is defined by homogeneous inequalities, i.e. of the form v.x 60. 
If X is a cone or a polytope and v.x =$ CI is a valid inequality over X, the set F, = { XEX: 
v.x = cx} is the face of X induced by the inequality v.x <a and F, is a facet if 
dim( F,) =dim(X)- 1. The polyhedra C,, P,, ZC,, IP, are full dimensional while EP, 
is not full dimensional. In fact, EP2, has dimension (y)-2p, while EPzp+ 1 has 
dimension (2p21)- 1; furthermore, EPzp+ 1 is the facet of P2p+l induced by the 
inequality: 1 isi< js2P+ ixijdp(p+ 1) ([7]). It is also mentioned in [7] that the facial 
description of EP2, can be deduced from that of EP1,- 1 and, henceforth, it is enough 
to study facets of EP, for n odd. Finally, a cone is said to be simplicial if its generators 
are linearly independent and a simplicial polytope has all its vertices affinely indepen- 
dent; hence, a simplicial facet of a cone or a polytope has all its roots affinely 
independent. 
1. Some relations between facets of P,,, IC,, and EP,, 
In this section, we study how all the facets of the cut cone can be transported 
to the inequicut cone (or polytope) or the equicut polytope. Given VER’~), 
any facet defining inequality v.x<O for the cone C, defines trivially a valid inequality 
for the inequicut cone ZC, (or polytope IP,) and the equicut polytope EP,. 
We first give a result stating that every facet of C,, in fact, defines a facet of the 
inequicut cone IC,, provided m is large enough, or more explicitly, L m/2 A> n. 
Conversely, if the inequality v.xdO is facet defining for the inequicut ZC,, then it is 
facet defining for the cut cone C, if and only if it is valid for C,. We will see in Section 
4 several examples of facets of IC, which, however, are not valid for C,, i.e. which are 
violated by some equicuts. Given integers m > n 2 2 and vgR(;‘, we set 
v’=(v,O, . . ..O)eR (“, i.e. U:j=Vij for l<i<j<n and V;j=O for i<j, l<i<m and 
n+l<j<m. 
Theorem 1.1. Given VER(;‘, assume that the inequality v.x<O de$nes a facet of the cut 
cone C,. Then, the inequality v’.x 60 dejines a facet of the inequicut cone IC, for all 
n<:Lm/2 J. 
Proof. Set 1= m - n, N = [ 1, n], L = [l’, I’], consisting of the I elements l’, 2’, . . . , I’, and 
M = N u L; so C, is the cut cone defined on the n nodes of N and IC, is the inequicut 
cone defined on the m nodes of M. In order to prove that the inequality v’..x 60 defines 
a facet of IC,, we shall exhibit a set R of 
(y)--l=(i)-l+(n-l)l+(‘+I) 
linearly independent roots of v’.x 60. 
First, since v.x<O defines a facet of C,, we can find a set R’, of (;)- 1 roots S(Si), 
1 d i G(z)- 1, whose incidence vectors are linearly independent, where Si is a proper 
subset of N. Let A denote the ((i)- 1) x (2) incidence matrix of the cut vectors 
x’@,), 1 <i G(z) - 1; its rank is (1)- 1, hence all its column except one are linearly 
independent. Therefore, we can suppose that the n- 1 columns indexed by 
1={(1, 2);(1, 3); . . ..(l. n)) and 1’ mearly independent; call A, the submatrix of A with 
column index I. We can assume w.1.o.g. that 1 ~Si for all 1 <i<( ;)- 1 (replacing, if 
necessary, the set Si by its complement N - Si). 
Since A 1 has full rank n - 1, n - 1 of its rows are linearly independent; for instance, 
the projections denoted by 6i, . . ..is._., of the incidence vectors of the cuts 
&S,),...,6(S”P,) on I are linearly independent. We denote by B this (n- I) x (n - 1) 
nonsingular submatrix of A,. 
For all 1 did (fj- 1, the cuts ii(Si, M - Si) of C, are, in fact, inequicuts, since 
ISi(<n<Lm/2]; this forms a first set RI of (;)-1 roots of v’.x,<O. 
Next, for each of the above sets S1,...,Sn_i, the cuts s(siu{h)), for MEL, are 
inequicuts in IC, which are roots of u’.x<O; this gives a set R2 of (n- 1)1 roots. 
Consider then the set R, consisting of the 1 cuts 6(h), for hcL; they are obviously 
inequicuts and roots of v’.x<O in IC,. 
Finally, define the set R4 consisting of the (i) cuts fi( {h, ki), for h <k, h, kE L; they 
are obviously inequicuts and roots of u’.x,<O in IC,. 
We now verify that the ($‘)- 1 cut vectors associated with RI uR, uR,uR, are 
linearly independent. 
Let A’ denote the ((y)- 1)x(‘;) matrix whose rows are the incidence vectors 
of the cuts of RI uR,uR, uR, (in that order); its columns being indexed by 
J = {(i, j): i < j, i, jc N > (containing I in first n - 1 positions), H = H, u ... u H,, where 
Hh = { (h, i): HEN) for all hE L and K = { (h, k): h < k, h, ke L}. The matrix A’ has the 
form shown in Fig. 1 (a matrix of all l’s is denoted by 1). 
It is easy to see that the matrix Ci (see Fig. l), for 1 < i<n- 1, has the following 
block configuration: 
to, (si) 
(0, ai) 
1 -(O,& ) I 
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R2 
R3 
(n - 1)l 
Fig. I 
Hence, doing some column and row manipulation on A’ brings it into the form 
shown in Fig. 2, where it is evident that A’ has full rank (7) - I (after rearranging rows 
of RZ, R3). 0 
The bound n<L m/2 J of Theorem 1.1 can probably be improved, but not more 
than to r n/2 J-CL m/2 J. Actually, any facet of C, is a facet of ICs, but some facets of 
Cs are not facets of IC7. 
We now turn to the connections between facets of the cut polytope P, and the 
equicut polytope EP, for n=2p+ 1, p>,2 integer. Since EPzp+ 1 is the facet of 
P zpfl defined by EP2p+1=P2,+l~{x: C I<i<j<zp+fxij=p(p+ I)}, it follows that 
every facet of EPZp+r arises, in fact, as the intersection of some facet of P2p+ 1 with 
EPzp+ 1. In other words, every facet F of EP2p+ 1 admits a unique (up to multiplication 
by a scalar) equation u.x<a, i.e. F=(xEEP,,+,: u.x =a}, such that the inequality 
v.xdcc is valid for P2p+l and induces a facet of P2p+l; of course, every inequality 
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R3 
R4 
0 
co,--261) 0 0 
0 (0, -261) 0 0 
0 0 (0, -261) 
(0, -262) 0 0 
0 (0, -262) 0 0 
0 0 (0, -262) 
(0, -26,_*) b 0 
0 (0, -a-,) 0 0 
0 0 (0, -‘a+,) 
l...l 0 0 
0 I...1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1...1 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
Fig. 2 
Av.x+ B 1 lGi<jG2p+l~ij< Ar+Bp(p+ 1) with A>O, B scalars, induces the same facet 
F of Pzp+rr but does not define a facet of PzP+ 1 if B #O. 
For instance, all the known facets of EPZP+r arise from the following classes of 
facets of the cut polytope PZp+ 1: 
- some hypermetric facets (in fact, some specific switching of them) (cf. 17, 
Theorems 7.2, 7.3, 7.7]), 
~ pure clique-web facets (in fact, some specific switching of them) (cf. [7, 
Theorems 6.1,6.2,6.3,6.4] for the special classes of hypermetric, cycle and bicycle odd 
wheel inequalities and [ 12, Theorem 2.51 for the general case). (See e.g. [12] for 
a precise definition of these facets.) 
Let us set Q(h,, . . . . b,,).~=Cr~~<~__~ hibjxij. For example, up to permutation, all 
the facets of EP, are: 
(1) Q(l,l, -l,O,O,O,O).x~O (triangle inequality), 
(2) Q(l,l,1,O,O,O,O).x~2, 
(3) Q(l,l,l, l,l,O,O)..x<6, 
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(4) QC 1,4 1,L l,O).xd& 
(5) Q(2,2,1,1,1,1, l).xd20, 
(6) Q(1,1,1,1,1,1,1).x-(x~~+~~~+~~~+~~~+~g~)~10, 
(7) Q(2,2,~,~,1,1,1).x-(x~~+x~3+~~4+~~1)~12. 
Facets(2)-(5) are switchings of the hypermetric inequalities Q x( 1, 1, - l,O, O,O, 0) < 0, 
Q(l,l,l, -1, -l,O,O).x<O,Q(2,1,1, -1, -1, -l,O).xdO,Q(2,2,1,-1, -1, 
- 1, - l).x<O, respectively. Facets (6) and (7) are switchings of the cycle 
inequalities Q(l,l,l,l,l, -1, -1).x-(xr~+x~~+x~~+x~~+x~r)60 and 
Q(2,2,1,1, -1, -1, -1).x-(xr~+x~~+x~~+x~~)~O. 
We now give the analogue of Theorem 1.1 for the equicut polytope. 
Theorem 1.2. Given v~R(z), assume that the inequality v.x ~0 defines a facet of the cut 
cone C,. Then the inequality v’.x ~0 deJines a facet of the equicut polytope EP, for all 
odd m, m>2n+l, where v’=(v,O ,..., O)ER(~‘. 
Proof. Set l=m-n=n+l+2p with ~30, N=[l,n], L=[l’,l’] and M=NuL; so 
C, is the cut cone defined on the n nodes of N, EP, is the equicut polytope defined on 
the m nodes of M and an equicut of EP, is a cut 6(S) with S G M and 1 S I= n +p or 
n + p + 1. Let b x < /3 be a valid inequality for EP, such that the set EP, n {x: v’.x = 0) 
is contained in the set EP,n(x: b.x=fi}. In order to prove that inequality v’.x<O is 
facet of EP,, we must verify that there exist scalars A >O, B such that: 
(*) 
bij=Avij+B for all i<j in N, 
bij=B for all i<j, iEM, jEL or i, jEL, 
fl=B(n+p)(n+p+ 1). 
In fact, we can suppose that p=O. We prove in the next Claims 1.3-1.6 that (*) 
holds for the inequality b.x 60. 
Claim 1.3. There exists a scalar B such that bij= B for all i< j, i, j in L. 
Proof. Take distinct points i, j, k in L and a nonzero root 6(S) of the inequality v. x < 0 
inC,.Sets=ISI,soldsdn-l,andtakeasubsetTofL-{(i,j,k}ofsizen+p-s-l. 
The cuts 6(SuTu{ j}), 6(SuTu{k}), d(SuTu{i,j}), d(SuTu{i,k}) are all 
equicut roots of inequality v’.xbO and thus of inequality b.x<O. Using Lemma 4.2 
(see Section 4), we deduce that bij = bik. The claim follows by symmetry. 0 
Claim 1.4. B=O. 
Proof. Take a subset T of L of size n+p+ 1. The cuts 6(T) and 6( T- i) for ig T 
are obviously equicut roots of v’.x 60 and thus of b.x 60, implying 
O=b(h(T))-b(6(T- i))= -b(&i, T-i))+b(d(i, L-T))+b(G(i, N)). 
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Using Claim 1.3, we obtain the following relation: 
b(d(i, N))=nB. (1) 
By summing up relations (1) over JET, we obtain: 
b(d(T, N))=n(n+p+ 1)B. (2) 
Since 6(T) is a root, we have: O=h(fi(T, M- T))=b(S(T, N))+b(G(T, L-T)), 
which, using again Claim 1.3, implies: 
h(d(T, N))= --p(n+p+l)B. (3) 
Now, relations (2) (3) imply that B=O. 0 
Claim 1.5. hij=OfOr all iEN,jEL. 
Proof. Take a nonzero root 6(S) of inequality v.x < 0 in C,; set s = 1 S 1, so 1 <s < n - 1. 
Take an element i6L and subset T of L - {ii of size n +p-s. Since ~(SU T), 
S(Su TV {i)) are both equicut roots, we obtain O=h(G(Su Tu ii)))-b(d(Su T)), 
implying that O=b(d(i, N-S))-b(6(i, S))+b(d(i, L-Tu{i]))-b(G(i, T)) and, thus, 
from Claims 1.3 and 1.4, O=b(d(i, N-S))--h(fi(i,S)). From relation (1) and 
Claim 1.4, h(6(i, N))=O and, therefore, h(d(i, N-S))= -b(d(i, S)), implying: 
h(&S))=O (4) 
Since the inequality v.x<O is facet inducing over C,, we can find n(n- 1)/2- 1 
linearly independent roots 6(S) (with 1 $S) and thus (as in the proof of Theorem 1.1) 
we can find n- 1 roots 6(S,), a= 1, 2, . . . . n - 1, whose projections on the index set 
((1,2), ( 1, 3) . , (1, n) ) are linearly independent. Using relation (4) applied to these 
n-l roots 6(S,), we deduce that hi2=hij=...=hi,=0 and, since h(d(i, N))=O, we 
also have hil =O. U 
Claim 1.6. There exists a postive scalar A such that hij= AI:ij,f;,r all i< j in N. 
Proof. Let h, denote the projection of h over the index set {(i, j): 1 <i< j<nj; so, 
b=(b,, 0, ,..) 0). The inequality h,.x ~0 is, in fact, valid over C,; indeed, for any 
cut 6(S) of c,, take a subset T of L such that 1 Su TI =n+p, then 
b,(ii(S))=b(G(Su T))dO. Also, the set {uEC,: G..x=OJ is contained in the set (xEC,: 
b,.x=O); from the assumption that the inequality tl.x<O is facet inducing over 
C, and the fact that C, is full dimensional, we deduce that b, = Au for some positive 
scalar A. 0 
2. Complete description of some restricted cones and polytopes 
In this section, we give several results permitting, in particular, to obtain the 
complete description of the inequicut and equicut cones and polytopes for n < 5. We 
first state a lemma about linear combinations of cut vectors. 
Lemma 2.1. Given the vector -Y=&~[~,~~ &x6(S) with &CR for all S c [2, n], the 
,following assertions hold: 
(i) ~i,j=:(x,i+xlj-xij)-_CSr[2,n~,~~~~3 & for 2<i<Q<n. 
(ii) pi= -XIi+Cz cj~,,jzi:(Xli+xlj-xij)+C~ilhS,IS(~3 i,(lSl-2) for 26ibn. 
(iii) C 
SG[Z.rl] 
The proof is an easy verification. 
As an application, we obtain the complete description of the equicut cone EC, 
and of the equicut polytope EP,. Given a vector XER~, x belongs to EC4 if and 
only if 
x = c jbSXW 
SC[2,47 
with is >, 0 for 1 S ( = 2 and & = 0 for I S I # 2; in this case, the above relations (i) and (ii) 
become 
i2=-x12+ C 
x12 +xlj-x2j 
2 
=o, 
j=3,4 
/13=-x13+ 1 
X13+Xlj-X3j 
2 
=o, 
j=2,4 
i4= -x14+ 1 
,U14+XIj-X4j 
2 
=o. 
j=2,3 
Therefore, 
EC~={XER~: ~l2+xl3-~23aO, x 12+.x14-x24>o, X13+X14-X3420 and 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Using the relation (iii) 223 +A24 + A34 =+(x23 + ~24 +x34) and the additional condi- 
tion 1 &= 1 for vectors x=C&i ‘(‘) of the equicut polytope El’,, we deduce that: 
EP4=EC4n{x~R6: x23+x24+x34=2). 
One could deduce similarly the description of the inequicut cone and polytope 
IC,, IP, for n =4, 5; such descriptions will be, in fact, a byproduct of Lemmas 2.2 
and 2.3. 
We now consider the k-uniform cut cone Cf: for k= 1,2; C,’ is generated by the cut 
vectors Y’(:~;) for 1~ i < n and C,’ is generated by the cut vectors ~‘(:~*ji) for 1 < i <j < n. i 
Similarly, the polytopes P,‘, P,’ are defined as the convex hulls of the cut vectors xd(lil’ 
for 1 <i,<n, ybcLi*ji) for 1 <i< j,<n, respectively. The family {~~((~*jl): 1 ,<i< j<n) is 
linearly independent (see (6) below); hence both cones C,‘, Cf are simplicial of 
dimension n, (z), respectively, and the polytopes P,‘, P,’ have dimension n - 1, (4)- 1, 
respectively. 
Lemma 2.2. (i) c,‘=jx~R’;‘: x,,+x~~--x~~~O und s,~+.~,~-.s~~=x~~+x~~-x~~ 
for all 2<i<j,<n), 
(ii) P,f=C,fn(x~R’;‘: C1$i<jG.nxij=n-l]. 
Proof. Take .uEC,‘, then x=x:= 1 AixGci) with ).i 20 and, hence, xij=&+ij for all 
1 <i < j d n; this implies the relations: 
(a) jll=t(Xli+Xlj-Xij) for all 2,<i<j<n, 
(b) i.i=f(x,i+xij-.~,j) for alljf 1, i, 
henceforth, yielding: x li + x Ij - .~ij = x , 2 + x1 3 - xz3 3 0 for all 2 < i < j < n. Conversely, 
take x such that x1i+x,j-xij=x12+x i3-xz3>0 for all 2<i<j<n. Then 
xli+.~,j-xijdoes not depend on the choice ofj, j# 1, i. We verify that x=C~=~A~X'(~~~' 
with ;1 i, . . ., A, defined by above relations (a) and (b); indeed Xij=;li+~j= 
:(.~li+Xij-Xlj)+~(X,j+lij-xli). This states the assertion (i). In order to prove (ii), 
one needs only observe that the only cut vectors satisfying Cxij= IZ - 1 are the cut 
vectors x d(~i~) I<i<n. 0 , 
We assume that n>5. 
For 1~ i < j < n, we define the linear form: 
Lij(X)=2 C xhk+(n-2) 1 (Xij_Xik_Xjk)-4(n_2)Xij. 
lCh<kcn 1 <ken 
k#i,j 
Lemma 2.3. For n 3 5, 
where ‘(x)=Ci<i<j<n 
Proof. It can easily be verified that: 
Lij(X 
WC’)= 
-2(n-2)(n-4) if (h, k)=(i, j), 
0 otherwise. 
An easy consequence of this fact is that 
’ the family ,x ‘(ii*ji’: 1 <i<j<nJ is linearly independent. 
(5) 
(6) 
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Therefore, any vector x~R(l) admits a decomposition: x =x1 Gi< jGn ,$jX6((iSj)) for 
1bijER and, from relation (5), ~ij= - Lij(x)/2(n-2)(n-4) for all 1 <i< j<n. Conse- 
quently, XEC~ if and only if Lii( x 60 for all 1 <i < j < n. Hence, the family of ) 
inequalities Lij(x) d 0 for 1 < i < j < n includes the family of the facets of Cz and, in fact, 
coincides with it since C,’ is a simplicial cone. Furthermore, XEP~ if and only if 
x=X1 si<j<n VX A,, a((i*ji) with /?ij>O and CAij= 1; therefore, XEP~ if and only if XEC~ 
and L(x)=C~~~<~~, Lij(x)= -2(n-2)(n-4). 0 
It is also easy to characterize the points XEZ ti) of Li, the lattice generated by the 
cut vectors ~‘((~,j~), i.e., the points which are linear combinations with integer coeffic- 
ients of the cut vectors ~‘(:~*jj). Indeed, from (5), x+zLz if and only if 2(n-2)(n-4) 
divides Lij(x) for all 1 <i< j<n or, equivalently, if and only if 2(n-2)(n-4) divides 
Lij(X)-2(tl-2)(H-4)xij=2 C Xhk-(n-22) C (Xij+Xik+Xjk) 
lCh<kCn l<k$n 
k#i,j 
for all 1 <i < j< n. For instance, one obtains that, for n = 5, xeL: if and only if 
3 divides Ci<,,<k<s Xhk and 2 divides Xij+ Xik + xjk for all 1 < i < j < 5. 
Remark. Consider now the polytopes P,‘, Pi defined as the convex hulls of the cut 
vectors x’(:~)) together with the zero vector, the cut vectors xs(li,jl) together with the 
zero vector, respectively. One obtains that: 
P,f=Cin{x,R(!): L(x)< -2(n-2)(n-4)) 
As a corollary of the above Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we deduce the description of IC,, 
EP, for n=4,5. Indeed, we have IC4=Ci, ICs=C:, EC5=C: and EP,=P:. More 
precisely, we obtain that: 
IC4= {XGR? x,~+x~~-x~3=x~2+X~4-x~4=x~3+x~4-x~4>,0}, 
IC5={x~R’o: Xlz+x13-X23=Xli+Xlj_Xij, >O for 1 <i< j<5), 
EP,={xER’O: xij+Xik+xjk~2 for 1 <i< j<k<5 and C1ciijG5xij=6}. 
We conclude this section with some observations on the intersection XC, n EP,. 
For n = 3, IC3 =8 and XC, n EP, is nonempty for n 24. As an example, we 
describe this intersection for the simplest case: n=4. If xelConEP,, then 
x=i,x 6(1iD+&X a((2:)+j~3X6((3))+~4Xd(:41)=~23Xd(:2.3))+~24Xb(:2,4:)+C134Xd((3,4:) 
with Ai>O, pij30, p23+p24+1134= 1 and, for instance, ii #O. Using relation: 
~6(11))+x~((2:)+x~(:3))+x~((41)=x6((2.3:)+x6(12,41)+xd(13,4)) and the fact that the 
family (x6(:‘)), xsc3:), x 6(14;) 6(12,31) b((2.4:) ,x ,I , x 6(13,4;) } is linearly independent, we deduce 
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that: /11=~2=//3=/14=~23=~124=~34=s, i.e. .,3(x6(12,3:)+x6(12,41)+x6(0)=5 1, 
where I=( 1, 1, 1, 1, l,l). Therefore, we have that: IC4 n EP, = {3 l} and, furthermore, 
IC,n EC4= R+ 1. 
3 Some classes of facets for the inequicut cone IC, 
In this section, we describe several classes of facets for the inequicut cone IC,. 
Actually, our starting point was the list of facets of IC6 and IC, for which we tried to 
find an extension of IC, for any n. 
We obtained the description of the facets of IC, for n = 6, 7 by computer. Since the 
computation was done approximately with (finite digit) floating point arithmetic, 
there is no guarantee that the results are correct or complete. However, we are 
convinced that the list is complete for n = 6, 7; also, an important fact supporting this 
conclusion is that, in the computer output, each of the described facets was listed 
together with all its permutation equivalent. Later, V. Grishukhin (personal commun- 
ication) confirmed our results for n = 6, 7 by a similar computation. From the point of 
view of optimization, the study of facets for small n may not look very interesting, but 
it is actually the inspection of the small values which enabled us to obtain several 
classes of facets for general n. Examples of other works dealing with small values are 
[l] (for n = 6, 7) [6] (for n = 8) on small traveling salesman polytopes, [lo] on small 
multicut polytopes (for n = 4, 5). 
We present in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 the facets of ICh and IC7, respectively; ICh has, 
up to permutation, five types of facets, denoted as (3.laH3.5a) and IC, has 10 types of 
facets denoted as (3.lb)+3.10b). 
We succeeded to find a generalization, for arbitrary even II, of all the facets of IC6 
except for the facet (3Sa). The facets (3.2a), (3.3a) and (3.4a) belong, respectively, to the 
general classes of gyroscope inequalities Gyr,,, domino inequalities Domap and 
butterfly inequalities But,,, that we describe below. The inequality (3.la) or (3.lb) is 
simply the known triangle inequality for the cut polytope and, therefore, from 
Theorem 1.1, it is facet inducing for IC, for any n > 7. By confronting the known facets 
of ICs, IC,, we noticed that each facet of IC, has its ‘odd’ analogue for IC7; namely, 
the analogue of facet (3.ia) is facet (3.ib) for i= 1,2,3,4,5. We could find an analogue to 
the odd case for the classes of gyroscope and domino inequalities; so, the facets (3.2b) 
and (3.3b) belong, respectively, to the classes of gyroscope inequalities Gyrzp+, and 
domino inequalities Domzp+ 1. The analogue of facet (3.4a) is facet (3.4b) for n = 7. 
However, we do not have a satisfying generalization of (3.4b) for any odd n 3 9. 
We present below the new classes of facets for IC,, namely, the class of gyroscope 
inequalities in Section 3.3, the class of domino inequalities in Section 3.4 and the class 
of butterfly inequalities in Section 3.5. Finally, in Section 3.6, we consider the equality 
case; namely, for each class of facets, we give the explicit description of its roots. We 
also remark that each class of facets can be triangulated, i.e. decomposed as a linear 
combination of triangles. 
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3.1. Description of IC6 
We give the complete description (up to permutation) of the facets of IC6, namely, 
they are induced by the inequalities (3.la)-(3.5a) below: 
(3.la) Triangle facet 
Xij-X,-Xjk~O for distinct i,j,kE{1,...,6}. 
There are (2)(T)= 60 permutation equivalent such facets. 
(3.2a) Gyroscope facet: Gyr6 
x14+x23-x13-x24- iz6 (xli+x2i)+2x56~o. 
There are (;)(i) (f ) = 180 permutation equivalent such facets. 
(3.3a) Domino facet: Dome 
~(X-IZ’-Y_M+XS~)-~_~~~ 6(X3i+X4i)G0. 
I . 3 
There are 4 (z)(i) = 45 permutation equivalent such facets. 
(3.4a) Butterfly facet: But6 
is 2 tx4iex3i)+ 1 (x3i-x4i)-2x34~o. 
i=5,6 
There are (z)(i)=90 permutation equivalent such facets. 
(3Sa) 
2(X12+x23+x13+x45)+x56- c x4i-3 c x,ido. 
i=1,2,3,6 i=1,2,3 
There are (2) (:) (:) = 120 permutation equivalent such facets. 
All these facets except Gyr, were first found by Avis (persona1 communication) by 
computer. In Sections 3.3-3.5, we describe a generalization of the facets (3.2a)-(3.4a) 
to the case of any even n > 6. The only simplicial facet is facet (3.5a). So, altogether, the 
inequicut cone 1C6 has 495 facets. 
We show in Figs. 3-5 the supporting graph for the facets (3.2a) Gyr,, (3.3a) Dom6, 
(3.4a) But,, respectively. In all figures, the edges associated with the coefficient + 1 
(or - 1) are indicated by single solid (or dotted) lines, and the edges with the coefficient 
+2 (or -2) are indicated by double solid (or dotted) lines, etc. 
3.2. Description ?f’IC., 
Up to permutation, all the facets of the inequicut cone IC7 are induced by the 
inequalities (3.1 b)-(3.10b) below. 
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Fig. 3. Gyr, Fig. 4. Dam, Fig. 5. But, 
(3.1 b) Triangle ,fucet: 
-Uij-Xi~-Xjk<O for all distinct i,j,k in {1,...,7] 
There are (:) (:)= 105 permutation equivalent such facets. 
(3.2b) Gyroscope,facet: Gyr, 
x,,-x13+514+X23-x24+X~~+5~7+.~~7- i_F6 7 (xli+x2i)~o. 
. . 
There are (i) (i)(f) = 420 permutation equivalent such facets, 
(3.3b) Domino j&-et: Dam, 
2x,,+3x,,+x,,+x,,+xg7- i_4J(X,i+X,i+Xsi+X6i+X,i)~0. 
There are ( :) (;) = 210 permutation equivalent such facets. 
(3.4b) ButterJyfucet: But, 
i=F2 3 (x4i-x5i)-3x45-2 1 (x4i-X5i)do. 
I 9 i=6,7 
There are (T)(f)($) = 420 permutation equivalent such facets, 
(3Sb) 
3(x12+X13+X23)- 1 (4Xz$i+X5i)+L3X45+ 1 (XzJ.i-XXi)<O. 
i=1,2,3 i=6,7 
There are (:) (2) 2=420 permutation equivalent such facets. 
(3.6b) 
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There are 4 (z) 4! = 252 permutation equivalent such facets. 
(3.7b) 
+ 1 (2X3i-X4i-X5i)<O~ 
i=6,7 
There are (z)(z) 6 = 1260 permutation equivalent such facets. 
(3.8b) 
There are (i)(z) 6 = 1260 permutation equivalent such facets. 
(3.9b) 
4X12- C (2XJi+X~i+X~i+X~i+X7i)+2X34+2X35-X3fj-X37+3xfj7<o. 
i=1,2 
There are (1) (2) (+j) = 630 permutation equivalent such facets. 
(3.10b) 
3X12+3X34- i=,T, 4(2x5i+-u6i)-3X.56+x57-X67~o~ 
3 1 9 
There are 4 (i)(i) 3.2 = 630 permutation equivalent such facets. 
In the above list, the simplicial facets are (3.2b), (3Sb), (3.6b), and (3.7b). So, altogether, 
IC7 has 5607 facets and 2352 of them are simplicial. In Sections 3.3 and 3.4, we give 
a generalization of the facets (3.2b) Gyr, and (3.3b) Dom7 for the case of any odd n 3 7. 
We conclude with the description of the inequicut polytope IP, for n = 6,7. Up to 
permutation, the full description of IP6 (or IP7) is obtained by taking all the five facets 
of IC6 (or all the 10 facets of IC7) together with the following three facets (the first two 
of them are simplicial). 
For n=6, Q(l,l, l,l,l, 1).x68, Q(-2, l,l, l,l, 1).x<& 
Q(1,1,0,0,0,0).x+Q(0,0,1,1,1,1).x+Q(-1,-1,1,1,1,1).xd4. 
For n=7, Q(l,l, l,l,l, 1, l).xdlO, Q(-3,1,1, 1,1,1,1).x62, 
2Q(l,1,0,0,0,O,O).x+Q(-1, -1, l,l, l,l, l).x<2. 
(Recall that Q(b,, . . ..h.).x denotes the quantity: C1~i<j~nhihjxij.) 
3.3. The gyroscope inequality Gyr, ,for n 2 6 
In the even case n = 2p, p 3 3, the gyroscope inequality, denoted as: Gyrzp. x < 0, is 
the inequality: 
x14+x23-x13-x24- 1 (x 1.21+1+xl,2i+2+x2,Zi+l+~x2,2i+2 
Z<icp- 1 
-2x2i+1.2i+2)G0. 
For instance, the number of permutation equivalent facets to Gyr,, is equal to: 
In the odd case II =2p+ 1, p3 3, the gyroscope inequality is the inequality 
Gyr2,,,.xd0 described by: 
- c (x l.2i+l+xl,Zi+2+x2,2i+1 +sx2,2i+2 
Z<icpp2 
-2x2i+l,2i+2)- c (X,i+X2f)<O. 
i=2pm 1,2p,2p+ 1 
Theorem 3.1. The gyroscope inequality Gyr,. x < 0 dejines a j&-et of the inequicut cone 
XC, for all n 3 6. 
The proof is given in Section 4.1. We show in Figs. 6 and 7 the supporting graphs of 
Gyr,, and GyrZp+ 1, respectively. 
Fig. 7. G,wZp+, 
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3.4. The domino inequality Dom,.for n >,6 
In the even case n= 2p, pa 3, the domino inequality is the inequality Domz,.x<O 
defined by: 
o~i~~_2~2x2i+l,Zi+Z~x~i+1,2i+3~x*i+l,2i+4~xZi+Z,2i+3~x*i+2.2i+4~ 
. . 
+2.Qp-1.2p<o. 
In the odd case, n=2p+ 1, p> 3, the domino inequality is the inequality 
Dom zP+l.x<O defined by: 
Theorem 3.2. The domino inequality Dom,.x ~0 induces a,facet of the inequicut cone 
IC,,for all n 3 6. 
The proof is given in Section 4.2. We show in Figs. 8 and 9 the supporting graphs of 
Dam,, and Domzp+ 1, respectively. 
. . . . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
Fig. 8. Domzp Fig. 9. Do~~~+~ 
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1 a 3 P-3 P-2 v- 4. 
a pt3 pt4 
Fig. 10. But~(theedges (p,p+i),(2p-l,2p) have weights.-(p-l).p-3. respectively) 
3.5. The butte&- inequality But,,,for p 3 3 
For even n= 2p, p3 3, the butterfly inequality is the inequality: But,,.x,<O 
described by: 
Theorem 3.3. The hutteyjly inequality But,,.x<O induces a,facet qf the inequicut cone 
IC,,fkw all p 3 3. 
The proof is given in Section 4.3. We show in Fig. 10 the supporting graph of L?u~~~. 
Note that the butterfly inequality is violated only by the equicut 6([1, p]). 
3.6. The equulity case ,for Gyr, , Dam,, ButZp 
In this section, we collect some additional information on the new classes of facets; 
in particular, we consider the equality case, i.e. we describe their roots (the inequicuts 
satisfying the given inequality at equality). A good understanding of the roots is 
indeed useful for proving that the inequality at hand is facet inducing. 
A nice feature common to the gyroscope, domino and butterfly inequalities is 
that they can be triangulated, i.e. they can be expressed as linear combinations of 
triangle inequalities (including degenerate ones). More precisely, denoting by 
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T.x := xij - xik - xjk ~0 a triangle inequality, it is said to be degenerate if the nodes i, j 
coincide, i.e. if it is of the form -2~,~dO; then, the inequality u.x 60 can be tri- 
angulated if v.x can be decomposed as V.X. =I, &T,.x, where A,ER, T, are some 
triangles. Explicit triangulations of the gyroscope, domino and butterly inequalities 
are given in Section 4, namely, in relations (7), (13), (18), (23) and (27). An interesting 
consequence of this property is that Gyrn.X6(S), Dom,.~~@), Butzp.Xacs) are even integers 
for any cut S(S). Actually, as can be seen through the proofs in Section 4, the explicit 
decomposition of Gyr,, Dom,, BurZp as sum of triangles is a crucial tool for checking 
their validity for the inequicut cone and, then, for identifying their roots. 
We now give the description of the roots for each of the inequalities Gyr,,, Gyr,,, 1, 
Do%,, Domzp+ I, BUbp. 
For this, we introduce some terminology which should help describing the roots in 
a more pictorial way. Given i odd in [ 1, 2~1, a subset S of [ 1, 2p] is called mixed at 
leueliif(Sn{i,i+l}l=l andsparseatleueliifISn{i,i+l}(<l. 
The inequicut roots of the gyroscope inequality Gyr,,.xdO are the cuts 6(S) for 
which S c [ 1,2p] is of type (A 1), (A2) or (A3). (Of course, the complement of S defines 
the same root as S.) 
(Al) Sn{1,2,3,4}={1}or{2}andS’ IS mixed at level i for all odd i with 5 < i ,< 2p - 1. 
642) Sn{L’L3,4}=!& {3}, (4) or {3,4) and S is sparse at level i for all odd i with 
5<i<2p-1. 
(A3) Sn{1,2,3,4)={1,3} or {2,4} and S 1s mixed at level i for all but one (say 
oddj) odd i with 5<i<2p-1 and Sn{j,j+l}=@. 
We now describe the inequicut roots of Gyr 2P+ 1.x 60 using, in particular, the 
above description of the classes (Al)-(A3) of roots of Gyr,,.x<O. The roots of 
Gyr,,+l.x<O are the cuts 6(S) for which SC_ [1,2p+ l] is of type (Al), (A3) or (A’l), 
(A/2), (A’3), (A’4). 
(A’l) S is of type (A2), except IS 1 =p (i.e. S n { 1,2,3,4) = {3,4} and S is mixed at 
level i for all odd i, 5 < i < 2p - 1). 
(A’2) S=S1u{2p+lj, where S1 is of type (A2) and S1n{2p-1,2p}=@ except 
ISII=p-1 (i.e. SIn{1,2,3,4}={3,4} and S 1s mixed at all odd levels i, i 3 5). 
(A’3) Sn{l,2,3,4)={1,3) or {2,4) and S is mixed at level i for all odd i with 
5 did 2p - 3 and i #j, where j is some fixed odd integer between 5 and 2p - 3, and 
j, j+ 1,2p- 1,2p belong to S. 
(A’4) Sn{1,2,3,4}={1,3,4} or {2,3,4}, S is mixed at level i for all odd i with 
56i62p-3 and 2p-1,2p belong to S. 
The inequicut roots of the domino inequality Domz,.x 60 are the cuts 6(S), where 
S c [ 1,2p] is of the type (B). 
(B) Sismixedatleveliforalloddiwithi~[1,i,]u[iz,2p-l],Sn{i,i+l)=Ofor 
iE[il+2,iz-21, where iI, iz are odd integers satisfying 1 < iI, i2 <2p - 1 and 
iz>,il +4. 
The inequicut roots of Dom 2P+l.x<Oarethecuts6(S)forwhichS~[1,2p+1]isof 
the type (B), (B’l), (B’2). 
(B’l) S=S,u(2p+l}, where S1 is of type (B) and ]Sn{2p-3,2p-22) (=I 
Sn{2p-1,2p)l. 
(B’2) Sismixedatleveliforalloddisuchthati,~i~2p-3,~Snj2p-l1,2p}~=2, 
ISn{i,i+l)]=e for all odd i with l<i<ir -2, where iI is an odd integer with 
3,<iI <2p-3 and e=O or 2. 
The inequicut roots of the butterfly inequality But,,.x<O are the cuts ii(S) for 
which S G [ 1,2p] is of one of the following types (Cl))(C6). 
(Cl) S is a subset of [l, p- 11. 
(C2) S=S,u(p+1,2p-11 or S,ujp+l,2p}, where S1 is a subset of 
Ip+2,2p-21. 
(C3) S=S1uSzu~2p-l~orS,uS2u{2p},whereS1isasubsetof[1,p-1],S,is 
a subset of [p+2,2p-21 with ]SIuS,J#p-1. 
(C4) S=Sru{p,p+lj, where Sr is a subset of [l,p-1] with (S1]#p-2. 
(C5) S=[l,p]u{i} with p+2<i<2p-2. 
(C6) S=[l,p]-{i} with l<i<p-I. 
4. Proofs 
In this section, we give the proofs of Theorems 3.1-3.3 stating that the gyroscope, 
domino and butterfly inequalities are facet inducing. The proofs are based on the 
polyhedral method; namely, in order to show that a given valid inequality v.xdO 
defines a facet of IC,, we take a valid inequality h.x<O for IC, such that 
(x~lC,:t~..u=Of G {xGIC,: h.x=O} and we prove that h=rla for some positive scalar 
c(. We first state two lemmas that will be thoroughly used in the proofs; they follow, 
respectively, from [5,4, Lemma 2.51. 
Lemma 4.1. Let h a vector in R(1). Let i, j be distinct elements of [ 1, n] and S be 
a subset (possibly empty) of [l, n]-{i,j) such that the cut vectors x”@), ~“(~“i’l), 
ySCSCii:) and fWu (id;) satisfy equality h.x =O. Then, hij=O holds. 
Lemma 4.2. Let h a vector in I?‘;‘. Let i, j, k be distinct elements in [l, n] and S be 
a subset of [I, n]- (i,j, k) such that the cut vectors XG(Su~j~),;Cd(S”~k~), xb(s”~i.j~) and 
X Bts”li,kj)satisfy equality h.x =O. Then, hij= hik holds. 
4.1. Proof’qf’ Theorem 3.1 
We show that the gyroscope inequality is facet inducing for the inequicut cone. We 
distinguish the cases when n is even or odd since the inequality takes a different form. 
4.1.1. The gyroscope ,fucet ,for n even 
We consider the gyroscope inequality Gyrzp.. Y < 0 defined on the nodes [ 1,2p]. We , , 
first remark that this inequality can be decomposed as a linear combination of triangle 
inequalities, since this observation helps for checking validity and identifying the 
roots. We define the following triangle inequalities: 
and 
A.x=x 1,4--~1,3-.~3.4~ 
B.x=x 2,4-x2,3--x3,4> 
Ti.x=xi,i+l -Xl,i-Xl,i+l 
for all odd i with 5 < i<2p- 1. Recall that any triangle inequality T.x<O is valid for 
C, and that T(d(S))=O, -2 for any cut S(S). One can check easily that 
Gyr2,.x=A.x-B.x+ 1 (Ti.X+CJi.x). 
5si<2p- 1 
i odd 
(7) 
We first verify the validity for IC2,, of the inequality Gyr,,.x<O. For this, assume 
that S(S) is a cut such that Gyr,,(G(S))>O with, for instance, 3~s. Then, 
A(d(S))= Ti(6(S))=Ui(6(S)=0 for all i and B(d(S))= -2; this implies that 2,4$S, 
1 ES and 1 S n {i, i + 1) ) = 1 for all odd i, 5 <i < 2p- 1, i.e. 6(S) is, in fact, an equicut. 
Therefore, the inequality Gyr2,.x<0 is violated only by some equicuts and, hence, it is 
valid for IC2,. 
The description of the roots is obtained by distinguishing the possible values for 
the triangle inequalities A, B, Ti, Ui composing Gyr,,. Indeed, Gyr2,.X6’S’=0 if 
and only if, either d(S) defines a root of all the triangle inequalities A, B, Ti, cii 
for each i, or B.x ‘(‘)= -2 and 6(S) defines a root of all the triangle inequalities 
A, Ti, Ui except one. It is then easy to verify that S is indeed of the types (Al)-(A3) 
given in Section 3.6. 
The identification of the roots for the other facets Gyr,,, 1, Domzp, Dom2,,+ 1, But,, 
is done in a similar manner, so we will omit the details in the next cases. 
We now prove that Gyr,,.x<O induces a facet of ICzP. For this, take a valid 
inequality b.x <O for ICzP such that h.x =0 whenever Gyr,,.x =0 for inequicuts x; we 
verify that h=ctGyr,, for some scalar u through the following statements. 
For i,j with 5<i<j<2p and j#i+l if i is odd, hij=O holds. 
For i with 5<i<2p, l~,~=h,~=O and h,,=O. I 
(8) 
To check statement (8) take i,,j as in (8); then the sets {i}, {j), {i, j) define roots; 
hence, taking the empty set as S, Lemma 4.1 implies that bij=O. For 5 <i < 2p, 
the sets {i), 131, {4), (3,4j, j3, i), j4,iJ all define roots, implying similarly that 
h,i=h,i=h34=0. 
For i odd with 5<i<2p-1, hli=hl,i+l and bZi=b2,i+l. (9) 
For this, let S be the set of all odd j with 5 < j,<2p- 1 and j# i; then, Su {i), 
S u (i + 13, S u { 1, i), Su { 1, i + 1 }, S u j2, i), S u 12, i + 1) define inequicut roots which, 
from Lemma 4.2, implies that hli=hl,i+l and hzi=hz,i+r. 
There exist scalars CI, x’ such that 
h13=hIi=r, bz4=bzi=cx’ for all i,5<i<2p. (10) 
For this, with S as above, apply Lemma 4.2 to the roots defined by the sets Su ii), 
Su(3~,Suj4},Su{l,ij, Su{3,i},Su(2,4l,Su{2,i). 
b23= -_(, b14= -z’. bi,i+l= --X-CC’ for all odd i, 5<i62p- 1. (11) 
This follows from the fact that the sets (3 , ) {4}, (i) define roots. We conclude the 
proof with the next statement. 
x = d and blz=O. (12) 
Since the sets S = { 1,3,7,9, ,2p - 1) and S ~j { 5,6) both define roots, we have that 
O=b(&Su{5,6)))-b@(S)), implying that cx = M’. The relation b,, =0 follows by 
using the fact that ( 1,5,7,9,. ..,2p- 1 ‘, defines a root. 
4.1.2. The gyroscope,fkcet,for n odd 
The gyroscope inequality Gyr 2P+l..x<0 is defined on the 2p+ 1 nodes [l, 2p+ 11; if 
Gyr,,.xdO denotes the (even) gyroscope inequality defined on nodes [l, 2~1, then, 
one can verify easily that 
Gyr zp+ 1. x=Gyr,,..x+T.x-T’.x, (13) 
where T. x = x ~z-xI,z~+~-xz,z~+I~ T’.-~=xz~-~,~~-xz~~~,z~+~-x~~,~~+~ are two 
triangle inequalities; therefore, Gyr 2p+ 1.x can also be decomposed as a linear combi- 
nation of triangle inequalities. 
Let 6(S) be a cut such that Gyr2p+l(fi(S))>0 and SC[ 1,2p]. Then, either 
Gqlr2,(6(S))>0 implying that 1 SI =p, and thus 6(S) is an equicut, or 
Gyr,,(G(S))= T(d(S))=O, T’(S(S))= -2, implying easily that ISI=p+ 1, and thus 
a(S) is an equicut. Hence, Gyrzp+ 1 .x 60 is violated only by equicuts, i.e. is valid for 
IC 2p+ 1. 
We show that the inequality Gyr2,+,.x<0 defines a facet of ICZpfl; let b..u<O be 
a valid inequality for ICzP+r such that b.x=O whenever Gyr2p+l.x=0 for all 
inequicuts x. We show that b = cxGyrzp+ 1 for some positive scalar c(. 
bij=O for each (i, j) which is not an edge of the supporting 
graph of Gyrzp+ 1. (14) 
This statement follows from Lemma 4.1 applied to the roots defined by the sets ii), 
(j), {i,,j], where either 4<i<j<2p with ,j#i+ I if i is odd, or 4<i<2p-2 and 
,j=2p+ 1, or i=3 and 4<j<2p+ 1. 
The proof of the next statement (15) is analogous to that of statements (9))( 1 l), 
above and hence is omitted. 
There exist scalars SI,~’ such that hr3=hri=hr,i+r=~, 
h24=h2i=h2,i+l=~’ for odd i, 5<i<2p-1, and hz3=-~, 
: 
(15) 
h,,=-r’, t~~,~+,=-x--~’ for odd i, 5did2p-3. 
!x = x’. (16) 
For this, observe that both sets S = ( 1,3,7,9, . . . ,2p - 1) and S u (5,6,2p + 1) define 
roots, implying: 
(*) O=h(6(Suj5,6,2p+1)))-b(6(S))=b,,,,+,-b,,,,+,+2(r-x’) 
Then,ifS’=(3,4,5,7 ,..., 2p-1,2p+lj,bothS’u,l, ’ I, S’u (2) define roots, implying: 
O=b(h(S’u(l)))-b(d(S’uj2))) and thus 
(H) b -b 1,zp+1- 2,2pfl. 
Then, (*) and (**) yield c(= x’. 
b 1.2p+1- 2,2p+1=x -b and b -b 2p,2p+1- -b 2pp1,2p+1- 2p-1,2p= --c(. (17) 
Since 0=~(~(2p-1))=2~+~2p-1,2p+b2p~1,2p+1 and O=b(S(2p))=2z+ 
b,p- 1,2p+b2p,2p+l, we deduce that b2p~1,2p+l=b2p,2p+1. Also, O=b(6(2p+l))= 
2b1,2p+1+2b2p,2p+l, and thus b2ps2pfl= -b1,2p+l. Finally, for S={5,7, . ...2p-33, 
the sets Su(3), Su(2p+l), Sujl,3j and S u ( 1,2p + 1) define roots which, from 
Lemma 4.2, implies that b,,,,+,=b,,,=cc, stating assertion (17). 
We conclude the proof by verifying that b,, = -x using the fact that 
j1,5,7 ,..., 2p-1) defines a root. 
4.2. Proof of Throrrm 3.2 
We prove that the domino inequality is facet inducing for the inequicut cone, again 
we distinguish the cases n even or odd. 
4.2.1. The domino ,firet ,for n etxw 
We observe first that the domino inequality Dom 2p.x < 0, defined on nodes [ 1, 2~1, 
can be written as follows: 
Dom2,.x=2x12+ 1 (Ai..x+Bi..x), (18) 
lcic2p-3 
i odd 
where Ai..~=Xi+2,i+3_Xi,i+2--Yi,i+3 and Bi..Y=?(. *+2,i+3-Xi+l,i+2-Xi+l,i+3~ 
Obviously, the only cuts violating inequality Dom2,.x<0 are the equicuts ii(S) 
for which 1 S n { i, i + 1) I= 1 for all odd i; therefore, the domino inequality is valid 
over ICzp. 
We prove that the domino inequality Dom,,.x<O defines a facet of IC1,. For this, 
take a valid inequality h.x.<O for ICzP such that h.x = 0 whenever Dam,,. x = 0. We 
verify below that h = rDom,, for some scalar x. The next lemma can easily be verified. 
Lemma 4.3. For s= 3 or 4, let pl, p2, . , ps he s distinct nodes in [l, 2p] and S he 
a subset c$ [I, 2p]- {pI,p2 ,..., ps). !f’ the cuts 6(S), G(Su(pi)), for 1 ,<i<s, and 
ii(Su(p,,...,p,)) .sati.sfi the equality b..u=O, then CI_<t,_bm,m =O ho/ds. 
The relation b,, +bIz +bz3 =0 follows by applying Lemma 4.3 with 
s= 3, s= is, 7, ., 2p- 1) and the three nodes 1,2,3; the other relations of the first 
statement of (19) can be obtained similarly. The second set of relations of (19) follows 
by applying Lemma 4.3 with .s=4, S= [ 1, 3, . . . . i-2) u (i+4,i+6, . . . . 2p- 1) and the 
four nodes i, i+l,i+2,i+3 with i odd, I <i<2p-3. 
For some scalar #x, b,,=bZ3=b14=b24=a and b,,=b34= -2~ (20) 
Applying Lemma 4.2 to the roots defined by i 1 j, {2), { 1,3), (2,3) yields b,, =bz3; 
by symmetry, we obtain that b 13=b23=b14=b24=~. Since 6( (1))is a root, we obtain 
that b12 = -2~ and, similarly, b,, = -2~. 
bi,i+2=bi,i+3=bi+1,i+2=bi+1,i+3=C( and bi,i+l=-2r 
for odd i, 3<i<2p-3. I 
(21) 
Take i odd with 3<i,<2p-3. For S={i+4,i+6,...,2p-Ii, the sets Su(i+2), 
Su{i+3), Su (i,i+2), S u (i, i+ 3) define roots which, from Lemma 4.2, implies 
that bi,i+2=bi,i+3; similarly, bi+l,i+2=bi+l,i+3. For S’= [1,3,...,i-2j, the sets 
S’u ‘i’ , S’u(i+l),S’u(i,i+2/, S’u(i+l,i+2) define roots, implying that 
bi,i+i’hi+l,i+z; similarly, bi,i+j=bi+l,i+3. For S”=SuS’, the sets S”u{i-2i, 
S”u{i+2j, S”u [i,i-21, S”u (i, i+2) define roots, implying that bi,i~z=bi,i+2. One 
then deduces (21) by induction on i using (19) and (20). 
bij=O for all (i,,j) which is not an edge of the supporting 
graph of Dam,,. i 
(22) 
Take i,k odd such that 1 <i<2p-5, i+4<k<2p-1 and S=(l, 3,...,i-2)u 
(k+2, . . . . 2p-1); then the sets S,Sujij, Su(kj,Su(i,ki define roots which, from 
Lemma 4.1, implies that bik=O; the result follows then by symmetry. 
4.2.2. The domino ,f?wet jiw n oda’ 
The domino inequality Dam 2P+l..x<0 is defined on nodes [1,2p+l] and, if 
DomzP.sdO is defined on nodes [l, 2~1, then, one verifies easily that 
Dam ZpfI..~=DomZp.x+ T.-u- T’..u, (23) 
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where 
In order to verify validity for IC2p+ r, take a cut 6(S) such that Dam,,, l(S(S))>O 
and Sz[l, 2p]. Either, Dom2,(6(S))>0, or Dom2,(d(S))= T(S(S))=O and 
T’(d(S))= -2 implying in both cases that 6(S) is an equicut. 
Take a valid inequality b.x 60 for ICzp+ 1 such that b.x =0 whenever Domzp+ 1. 
x = 0; we show that b = crDom2p+ 1 for some scalar x. The proof of the next statement is 
similar to that of assertions (19)-(21) and thus omitted. 
b12+b13+b23=b23+b24+b34=0 and, for odd i with l<i<2p-7 
or i=2p-3, bi,i+l+bi,i+2+bi,i+3+b’ I+l,i+z+bi+l,i+j+bi+z,i+3=0. 
There exists a scalar z such that b. -b. -b. 1,1+2- r,t+3- r+1,i+2 
i 
(24) 
=bi+l,i+s=~ and, therefore, b 12=b34=...=b2p_5,2p_4= -2~ and 
b2pp3,2p-2+b2p-l,2p= -4~. 
bij=O for all (i, j) which is not an edge of the supporting 
graph of Dom2p+I 
(25) 
If 1 <i < j < 2p, bij =0 is obtained in a similar way as in (22) and hi, 2p+ i =0 for 
iE[1,2p-4]followsfromLemma4.1 appliedtoroots6(S),6(Su{i)),6(Su{2p+l}), 
6(Su(i,2p+l}), where S={1,3 ,..., i-2}. 
bzp-3.zp-2= -3u,bzp--1,zp= - ,b -b 2p+ 1,2p- 1- 2p+ 1,2p= -a and 
b 
(26) 
2p+1,2p-3- 2p+1,2~-2=~. -b 
From Lemma 4.2 applied to roots 6({2p-1,2p-3$), S({2p-1,2p-21) 
6({2p-1,2p-3,2p+l}), 6({2p-1,2p-2,2p+l}), we obtain that b2p+1,2p_3= 
b 2p+1,2p-2; similarly, b2p+1,2pm1=b2p+1,2p. Using root S(2p+ l), we obtain that 
O=b(6(2p+l)) and thus b2p_1,2p+b2p~1,2p+l= -2~. Finally, using root 
w{~P-3, 2~-LOP)), we obtain that 0= b2p_3,2p_2+ b2p,2p+ 1 +4c( which, together 
with relation b2p_3,2p_2+b2p_1,2p= -4~ from (24) implies that b2p,2p+l= 
b 2p,2p-1= -CL This concludes the proof. 
4.3. Proqf sf’ Theorem 3.3 
The butterfly inequality But,,.xdO is defined on nodes [l, 2p] and one can check 
that 
But,,.x= c Ti.x+ C Ui.x- T,.x, 
lcicp-1 p+l<iC2pp2 
(27) 
where 
To..y=.~2p-1,2p-.~p,2p-1-.~~,2~, 
Ti..~=Yi,p+1-.~ip-.Yp,p+, for I <i<p-1 
and 
Ui.X=.U,,~,,2,-Xi,2p-1-Xi,2p forp+l <i<2p-2. 
One checks easily that the only cut violating inequality But,,+ ~0 is the equicut 
&Cl,Pl). 
Take a valid inequality h..u 60 for ICzP such that h..u =0 whenever But,,.x =O; we 
show that b=ctBut zP for some scalar SI, thus stating that the butterfly inequality is 
facet inducing for IC2,. The cases p= 3,4 were checked by computer, so we can 
:-1ssume that ~35. 
hij=O for all (i,j) which is not an edge of the supporting 
graph of But,,. I 
(28) 
This fact follows by applying Lemma 4.1 successively to: 
~ roots S(i), S(j), 6( ii,,j]) with 1 <i<j<p-1, 
~ roots 6(S), 6(Su ii)), cS(Su ( jj), 6(Su {i,j)) for S= j2p- 1) and 
p+2di<,j<2p-2 or 1 <i<p- 1 and p+2<j<2p-2, 
~ roots ii(S), d(Su(ii), 6(Su{2p)), S(Su(i, 2~;) for S=ip,p+li and 1 <i<p-1, 
and similarly, exchanging 2p with 2p- 1, 
~ roots ii(S),. cS(Su ii)), ii(Su{p, i)), ii(Su{p)) for S=(p+l,2pj and 
p+2<i<2p-2, 
~ roots 6(S), h(Su[i)), cS(Su(p+l)), ii(Su(p+l,i)) for S=(2p-1) and 
p+ I di<2p-2. 
For some scalar SI, h,i=cc, h,+I,i=-cc for l<i,<p-1. (29) 
If S= (p+ 1, 2pJ, 1 di<.j&p-1, then Su (i),Su(,j),Su{p, ii,Su ip,,ji) define 
roots, implying that h,i= hpj; we set s( =/I,,~. Since (ii defines a root, one has 
O=hJ(i)=b,i+h,+r,i, implying that h,+l,i= -X 
b2ppr,i=lj), b2p,i=Y for p+2<i62p-2. (30) 
Apply Lemma 4.2 to the roots defined by the sets Su(ii,Suij),Su(2p,iJ, 
Su j2pJ) with S=[l. p], p+2<i<j<2p-2 and similarly replacing 2p by 2p- 1. 
Using the roots defined by the sets (pfl, 2pj, (p+1,2p-11, [p,p+l,2pj, 
(p.p+ 1,2P- I), we deduce, respectively, the following relations: 
0= -M(P- l)+b,,,+1+b,+1,2p~1+bp,2p+7/(p--)+b2P,2P-1. 
O=--(~-l)+b,,,+,+b,+1.~p+bp.2p~,+P(p-3)+b2p,2p-1, 
O=b p,2p~l+b,+,,zp-,+b,,,,p_1+Y(P_3)r 
O=b,,zp+bp+1,2p +bzp,zpm I +P(P-3)> 
yielding 
h P>2P =h p,29- 1 
Using the roots defined by {p,p+l,p+2,2pJ and jp,p+l,p+2,2p-1 
tain the following relations: 
O=h p,2p-1+~p+1,2p-1+~2p-1,~p+;l(P-4)+B 
0=~p,2p+~pfl,2p+~2p-l,2p+lj(~-4)+li 
which, together with (31) and above relations, implies 
/I=7 and h -h p+1,2p-1- p+1,2p. 
From root 6( i p, p + 1 i ), we obtain 0 = 2!1,,~,+ 2h,+ 1,2pr yielding 
h p.2p= - p+ 1,2p. tJ 
(31) 
), we ob- 
(32) 
(33) 
From root (5( j2p- 1) ), we obtain 0= h zp 1,p+b2p-l,p+l+b2p-1,2p+/j(~-3) and _ 
thus 
h2,- 1,2p= --B(P-3). (34) 
From root 6([p+2,2p-2]u{p+1,2p-1)) we obtain 
h p,p+l=dP--). (35) 
From root 6([1, p]u (p+2)), we obtain 
b P32P = -p. (36) 
For finishing the proof, it remains only to check that cc=/?, which follows using root 
&C2?Pl). 
Note added in proof. Recently, J. Kahn and G. Kalai disproved Borsuk’s conjecture, 
using the set of equicuts of K,, for n=4k, k prime power. 
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